
forced adoption policies  and practices  were carried out against unwed  

motherhood  

 

it is not legal adoptions as many are related ..spouse ..orphan etc  and they  

must never be demeaned.    adoption is a legal process and not all abducted   

babies were legally adopted ..many died un foster care  or unfit for  adoption  

and placed into institutional care  

 

the policies and practices included  the right of mothers to be to relinquish   

their babies for adoption and they too must be respected  

 

its not about legal adoption ..its about the illegal unlawful and unethical  

removal of a newborn baby from a young mothers wombs before placenta was  

extracted without consent or a court order  

 

medical staff guilty of baby trafficking  and Comminwealth documents  

1959..1964  of all 

States Attornry General meetimgs   cant be any clearer 

 

Crimes against humanity  ..assault and battery ...drugged ..tied down like a  

prisoner ... tortuous actions that are unimaginable  

 

Reproductive  slavery  

 

It is hoped that throughout inquiry  mothers voices  and trurh are heard  ..  

the repercussions of being stripped of tbeir motherhood against their will  is  

unconscionable  

 

Today the abuse many mothers still receive from section of adoptees accusing  

mothers of abandonment  ..is reprehebsible and to continue to say all adoptions  

is also reprehensible  



 

adoptees  are not mothers judge  and jury therefore it is hoped mothers are  

respected  at all times as they are the only first hand witnesses to the crimes  

committed  

 

These were crimes and not all adoptions were forced twisting language  to  

conceal truth .. 

 

mothers truth of these crimes is irrevocable and through  inquiry  education of  

truth is recorded ao it never happens again and mothers voices never silenced  

again  

 

its hope this inquiry will introduce a redress s heme for mothers who suffered  

these crimes and to include their stolen sons and daughters  

 

   

  

 

  

 

  

  

 

  

 

 

 



fathers were not legal guardian of an unwed mother's baby and many have  stated they did not have a 
say  
 
its of utmost importance to understand that unless fathers signed the bottom part of the form of birth 
registration agreeing to  paying maintenance and declaring paternity they had no legal stance  
 
we must remember many were rapists ..incestious scum ..priests ..married men ..men who used 
young girls for sexual exploitation etc  thus cowards and many males who argue sperm is more 
important with a mysognist attitude against women had no legal rights   then or today ...excuses it 
was mothers fault they did not name the father is demeaning and abusing mothers again  
 
Many Adoptees abuse along with many mysognist males blaming mothers are simply condoning 
crimes that were committed ..brutal. barbaric sexual crimes . stolen babies etc  
 
These barbaric crimes were against young women  .young pregnant girls used as medical guinea 
pigs until a cure was discovered for infertility  
 
As Government funded adoption group stated  
 
we do not support mothers who were separated from their criminally abducted  babies  
 
evidence of statement speaks for itself   
 
Government archival documents dont lie ... it happened to young  women ...and any adoptee who 
states we had no choice .. stop blaming mothers ...mothers lives were detonated and destroyed  
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